Sacred Sound
Healing
Workshop
Saturday, October 28
ONLINE and
In Person in Oceanside,
CA

The Origin of Creation
is Sound and Sacred
Geometry
Sound can permeate all levels of our being, affecting every level
of existence and even re-calibrating our DNA. For over 40,000
years, sound has been used for healing because of its incredible
effectiveness.
In this amazing workshop we will explore the POWER of SOUND
HEALING in many varieties

Experience the healing of WHALE SONG.
The great Humpback Whales are the
ancient Beings on our planet and have
shown us that they can re-align your
energy and your body using their tones.
Their songs actually open vortel
tunnnels of spinning sacred geometry as
they assist you directly in creating a
higher vibration and state of wellbeing. Laurie Reyon will channel a
healing message from the consciousness
of the Great Humpback Whales!
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Laural Davis:
Our special guest is Laural Davis who plays the
crystal bowls and sings. She will lead us in
chants to summon the Archangels!
Toning with Crystal Singing Bowls and Sacred
Seed Syllables. Using crystal singing bowls with
the resonant frequencies of Planet Earth, as
well as The Great Pyramid, she combines the
pure tones and harmonics of the bowls with the
toning of Sacred Seed Syllables and Angel
Names. The harmonizing of the human voice
interlaced with the crystal singing bowls
creates new tones and harmonics that grow and unfold as we hear our way
through higher realms.

Experience hearing and singing the
original Pineal Tones from the
Pleiadian Celebration Choir in Maui &
Mount Shasta in which Laurie Reyon
participated. During this workshop,
we will be continuing to teach more of
the
24 Pleiadian Pineal tones from the
Celebration Choir with Dr Todd.

Artist: Deb DeLisi

Toning Technique?

What are the Benefits of Learning the Pineal

Amplifying Your Personal Abilities and Gifts
Tapping into Higher Dimensional DNA Attributes
Prompting Profound Personal Transformation and Healing
Opening New Doors to Awareness
Magnifying Intention & Synchronicity in Your Life
Experiencing the Expansion & Well-being of Group Toning

Marvel at the resonance of listening to LIGHT
LANGUAGE as channeled by Judy Satori. You
will feel the vibration in your Body, as we
listen to a Light Language recording from
Judy.

Artist: Deb DeLisi

Listen to Tom Kenyan and his
extraordinary sound channels as he
brings through the Hathors and their
amazing healing frequencies.

Artist: Deb DeLisi

Experience the amazing Art of the
Pineal Tones by Deb DeLisi. This
series is based on the Pineal Tone™
technique taught by Dr. Todd. His
vocal toning methods are activation
tools for opening one up to greater
gifts of balanced health and unlimited
Artist: Deb DeLisi
living. Each piece of intuitive art in
this series is created in collaboration with Dr. Todd and his
tones. The art stands on its own as a powerful tool for raising the
energetic vibration and signature of a room and those in it. Each
is available as a print or larger gallery canvas. For more about
Deb DeLisi's art, visit DelisiArt.com

Drum Circle
Our Workshop will conclude with a
Drum Circle together! Bring your
drums, rattles and percussion
instruments.

INFORMATION:
* Class presented Saturday, October
28, 1:00-4:00 pm, PDT
* You may participate ONLINE in our
ZOOM ROOM (use your own home
computer - and don't worry, it's
easy!). We will send you the link to
join in.
* Or you may participate
LIVE at the Omni Dimensional
Mystery School in Oceanside, CA. The address will be sent to you
with your confirmation email.
* Class Fee is $33 and includes a Video Recording for all
participants.
* TO REGISTER,
Please Visit LaurieReyon.com, Calendar Page
OR:
Send a check to: Laurie Anderson, 3412 Las Vegas Drive,
Oceanside, CA 92054.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Visit: LaurieReyon.com
Call: 619-271=9461
Email: LaurieReyon@yahoo.com

